
Shaping and Filling System



The advanced cosmetic system specific for 
face and body

Remodelling
Plumping  

Elasticizing 
Restructuring



Skin aging is an inevitable physiological process that 
begins around 25 years of age. The cells that contribute 
to the construction of the skin begin to be less efficient 
and their number becomes less and less, thus 
determining a structural deficit that is evident day after 
day. 

The extra cellular matrix becomes depleted of organic 
material and the tissue becomes loose and unsupported.

Skin aging 



 —SOMEONE FAMOUS

Every day we study alternatives and innovative systems to slow 
down and downsize this inevitable process. Our research is 

always aimed at the non-invasive improvement of the skin, using 
increasingly effective active ingredients and new application 

methods.

With this commitment the system was born Elastic 
Bubble Gold Rosè

● Elastic Polymer Glue
● Serum Gold rosè
● Bubble Eraser



Shaping and Filling System



● Polysaccharide polymers
● Polylactic acid microspheres
● Kalilight Complex: Calcium hydroxyapatite, 

glutathione and cysteine
● Low molecular weight 

polydeoxyribonucleotides

A pasty gel rich in functional ingredients with a high stimulating 
and restructuring power which, thanks to the Pumping Action, 
renews, fills and stimulates the tissue.



Pumping Action: 
The antigravity kinetic maneuver with micro controlled 
aspiration.

The Pasty gel containing polysaccharide polymers adheres 
to the operator's hands and the patient's skin, creating a 
controlled massage that simulates the action of a 
controlled micro-aspiration at the dermal-epidermal level.
 
The kinetic maneuver has the double effect of attracting 
blood and liquids to the application site and at the same 
time conveying the bio-stimulating active substances

● Filling effect
● Remodelling effect
● Bio-restructuring effect 



Hyaluronic acid and Polynucleotides 

Two substances well known in aesthetic medicine for their moisturizing, 
anti-radical and above all stimulating action. 

For the formulation, low molecular weight products were used, with a 
high penetrating capacity, able to reach the deep layers of the skin in 
synergy with the anti-gravity massage.



Measurement of the roughness of the 
skin before and after 4 applications



In vitro test: percentage of fibroblastic 
activation before and after 24h at 

different product concentration



Calcium hydroxyapatite and polylactic acid 

Two functional substances that have always been used to stimulate and fill skin 
depressions. 

They stimulate fibroblasts and improve the density of the extracellular matrix, 
their action lasts over time because they are slowly degraded by endogenous 
enzymes. 

Their penetration determines a very slight inflammatory response which 
determines an increase in collagen inside the dermal space.



Kalilight Complex: Light modulator 

The new complex consisting of 3 products: Hydroxyapatite functionalized with 
glutathione and cysteine. Illuminating and deep stimulating effect, Kalilight works 
by releasing the active substances in the deeper layers of the skin in a controlled 
way over time, with multiple synergistic benefits:

● Controlled release of glutathione and cysteine, to favor the decrease in 
melanin production

● Increased brightness
● Seboregulation thanks to the adsorbing properties of calcium 

hydroxyapatite. Immediate, anti-wrinkle and elasticizing make-up effect



K. reduces skin pigmentation significantly better than a comparison cream (ITA ° 
variation increase of 27.3%). Tested on 20 subjects in 6 weeks.

 K. shows a clear reduction in skin spots; above, two examples presented on different 
topics; images analyzed by Dermoscope and UV scanning.



K. increases skin luminosity better than comparison cream, showing higher b * variation (graph) and 
comparable L * score. 

K. promotes anti-wrinkle action, improves skin elasticity and reduces oil control better than placebo.



A rich and nourishing serum to be applied 
immediately after the Elastic polymer Glue 
in order to enhance and continue the 
stimulating, plumping and remodeling effect.

● Plant stem cells
● Pro-collagenic amino acids
● Polynucleotides 
● Sealift seaweed
● Luminescine

Shimmer effect
Skin guardian
Cellular Booster 



Plant stem cells are able to penetrate the dermis and work 
synergistically with the fibroblasts, stimulating skin 
regeneration from the inside. 

They also have a stimulating effect on the production of the 
most important fibrous proteins for the maintenance of 
connective and epidermal tissue, that is collagen and 
elastin, hence the strong anti-aging potential of these cells: 
to smooth wrinkles in an appreciable way and preserve a 
lively skin activity delaying aging.

Plant stem cells have also shown a remarkable protective 
capacity against UV radiation.

Plant stem cells: stimulation, protection, 
anti-aging 



Immediate tightening effect 
Protective anti-pollution effect 
Prolonged moisturizing effect

Sealift Alga



Red seaweed extract naturally 
contains a high concentration of 
galactans, long-chain polymers 
formed by lactose, antioxidant 
pigments and natural polypeptides.

Sealift Alga



The mixture formed by galactans with natural polypeptides and antioxidants creates a 
protective film capable of protecting the skin from attack by free radicals and smog, at the 
same time deeply hydrating the skin, creating the perfect conditions for cell stimulation.

Sealift Alga



Big numbers catch your 
audience’s attention

The double protection that defends the skin. 
The barrier effect prevents smog from settling on the skin and at the same time detoxifies 

the epidermal tissue.

Sealift Alga





Luminescine is an innovative plant active ingredient 
with an illuminating action obtained through 
molecular bioliquefaction, a brand new patented 
enzymatic biotechnology.

 Its action is based on bioluminiscence: that is, it is 
able to transform some potentially harmful UV 
radiations into a source of brightness for the skin.

Luminescine



Test in Vitro
Using a spectrofluorimeter it was possible to 
verify how the radiations incident on 
Luminescine are transformed and re-emitted 
as visible light and it was also possible to 
demonstrate how these luminescent 
properties are maintained on the skin after 
application of the product. 
Test on keratinocytes 
The protective effect of Luminsecine was 
studied on keratinocyte cell lines by exposing 
cell cultures containing 0.3 and 5% of 
Luminescine to UVA light for 60 minutes. 
Luminescine has been shown to reduce the 
generation of UV-induced radical species by 
acting as a potent antagonist of 
photo-oxidative stress.

Luminescine: 
brightness & 
protection



Test in Vivo

Skincare
The change in skin luminosity was measured on some 
volunteers by comparing the effect of a placebo gel with 
the same gel added with 3% of Luminescine, an 
increase in skin luminosity was shown.

Luminescine: Brigthness and protection



Arginine, lysine and hydrolyzed collagen

The fundamental constituents of the extracellular 
matrix stimulate and strengthen the elastic fibers of 
the dermis, improving the skin structure and 
preserving it from aging.

Fortifying procollagenic amino acids



Cosmetic filler bubble gel
The instant solution for the elimination of wrinkles.



Fill wrinkles instantly with a gesture, 
thanks to the healing action of the 

peptides with a tensor effect and the 
microspheres of magnesium, sodium and 
aluminum silicates with a transient filling 

effect.

Beauty shot



Silicates form an 
adhesive and flexible 
film that temporarily 
eliminates wrinkles 

while peptides reduce 
the activity of neurons 
that contract muscles.



Bubble Eraser for its fresh texture and its effectiveness is a must-have 
to always carry in the beauty case and handbag.

Tap a small amount on the face for an invigorating boost or when the 
skin is particularly tired, thirsty for a beauty shot. 

In addition to using it before the moisturizer, it is also perfect over 
make-up, for a lifting and refreshing touch-up at any time of the day.



The box contains 
two 30ml spheres of 
Elastic Polymer 1 
vial of 15 ml Gold 
Rosé serum and a 
15 ml dispenser 
bottle of Bubble 
Eraser

The kit 



In order to use 
Bubble Eraser even 
independently of the 
treatment, the home 
version is available 
in the same 
concentration as the 
professional product.



Protocol and 
directions for 
use



Indications 

● Filler, face, buttocks, breasts
● Wrinkle
● Lifting
● Skin restructuring
● Reshaping thighs and arms
● Draining

 



Directions for use

Cleansing 

Application 

Massage

Application 

Cleanse the area to be treated and 
dry perfectly

Carry out the Pumping massage in an 
anti-gravity manner for at least 15 minutes, 
cleanse the skin and dry thoroughly.

Apply 1 ml of product on the operator's hands      and 
3 ml of product on the face (the quantities for the body 
will be proportional to the size of the area to be 
treated)

Apply a few drops of serum and massage until 
completely absorbed



To complete the treatment and completely 
eliminate skin roughness, apply a small amount of 

Bubble eraser directly to the affected area, 
massaging gently.



Protocol

Perform one treatment 
per week for at least 4/6 

sessions



Photo before and after



Before and immediately after one 
session



Before and after one session



Before and after one session 



Thank you for 
your kind 
attention 

 


